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Abstract Large scientific data transfers often occur at high rates causing increased

burstiness in Internet traffic. To limit the adverse effects of these high-rate large-

sized flows, which are referred to as a flows, on delay-sensitive audio/video flows, a

network management system called Alpha Flow Traffic Engineering System

(AFTES) is proposed for intra-domain traffic engineering. An offline approach is

used in which AFTES analyzes NetFlow records collected by routers, extracts

source–destination address prefixes of a flows, and uses these prefixes to configure

firewall filters at ingress routers of a provider’s network to redirect future a flows to
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traffic-engineered paths and isolated queues. The effectiveness of this scheme was

evaluated through an analysis of 7 months of NetFlow data obtained from an ESnet

router. For this data set, 91 % of bytes generated by a flows during high-rate

intervals would have been directed had AFTES been deployed. The negative aspect

of using address prefixes in firewall filters, i.e., the redirection of b flows to a-flow

paths/queues, was also quantified.

Keywords NetFlow traffic analysis � Elephant flows � Scientific computing �
Research and education networks (RENs) � MPLS � Virtual circuits

1 Introduction

Scientific computing applications in fields such as high-energy physics, climate

science, genomics, etc., generate large (tera- to peta-byte sized) data sets [1]. To

transfer these data sets at high speeds, scientific users often invest in high-end

computing clusters with disk arrays, parallel file systems, and high-speed access

links. Usage logs collected at these data-transfer servers show that some transfers

occurred at a significant fraction of link capacity, e.g., 4 Gbps1 on 10 Gbps links

[2]. New TCP variants such as H-TCP [3] are used to generate such high rates for

single flows. The high-rate large-sized transfers, referred to as a flows, are the

primary source of burstiness in IP traffic [4].

Core research-and-education network providers, such as US Department of

Energy (DOE)’s Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) [5], have identified such a flows

as having adverse effects on general-purpose (b) flows. As a flows cause burstiness,

audio/video applications experience packet delay variance (jitter) and a corre-

sponding degradation in performance. Such degradations in performance result in

trouble tickets that add to a provider’s operational costs. To address these costs,

DOE has supported research on traffic engineering systems. We propose one such

system to (i) identify high-rate large-sized data-transfer flows from the packet traffic

entering ingress routers of a provider’s network, (ii) control the path taken by these

flows by establishing intra-domain virtual circuits (traffic engineering), and (iii)

isolate packets from these flows into separate virtual queues to reduce their effects

on general-purpose flows [6–8].

The first task of the traffic-engineering system listed above, which is to identify

high-rate large-sized flows from the packet traffic entering a provider’s network, is

the problem statement addressed in this work.

Basis for solution approach A seemingly simple solution is to modify end-user

applications, such as GridFTP [9], to signal a provider’s network with a control-

plane message before initiating any high-rate large-sized transfers. Such a message

would negate the need for automatic a flow identification systems within a

provider’s network. This solution was attempted in projects such as Lambdastation

[10], Terapaths [11], and CHEETAH [12], but practical difficulties of application

1 Unlike in residential networks where link capacity is the bottleneck, in scientific laboratories, the

bottleneck is the end-system computing/disk resource, not links.
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upgrades and adoption by users hindered its deployment. This led us to pursue an

intra-domain traffic engineering solution because deployment of such a system

would be entirely within a provider’s control. Such a solution does not preclude a

parallel technology adoption effort of the end-application signaled approach.

For provider networks to automatically identify a flows, we start by examining

the available features in current-day IP routers. Unfortunately, routers do not have

built-in mechanisms to determine the rate and size of a flow (where a ‘‘flow’’ is

identified by the 5-tuple: source and destination IP addresses, source and destination

transport-layer port numbers, and protocol type). Next, we considered a port-

mirroring mechanism in which IP routers could be configured to make and transmit

copies of packets to a port that is connected to an external server; the latter could

then be used to execute a flow-based rate/size analysis for a-flow identification.

However such a mechanism was deemed unscalable for the high link rates

(10–100 Gbps) of provider networks.

After concluding that there are no built-in mechanisms for flow rate/size

computation within routers, and that port-mirroring is infeasible, we looked for

other mechanisms that could be exploited. Our finding is that NetFlow, a feature

supported in provider-scale IP routers, can be used to solve our problem [13]. The

NetFlow feature allows routers to collect information for a sampled set of packets,

which is then exported, in the form of NetFlow records, to an external NetFlow
Collector. In current-day installations, NetFlow records are exported on a coarse

time granularity, which is on the order of minutes to hours. An analysis of the

NetFlow data showed that it was not possible to accurately predict the duration and

size of an a flow by observing the first few NetFlow records corresponding to a live

(online) flow. Any traffic-engineering/flow isolation actions taken on the presump-

tion of a flow being an a flow may be futile in that the flow could end even before

the router-configuration actions for traffic-engineering/flow-isolation were com-

pleted. Therefore, we developed an offline mechanism in which NetFlow records

from completed flows are analyzed, and information extracted from this analysis is

used to configure routers to identify future a flows for traffic-engineering/flow-

isolation.

Solution approach We propose a network management system called Alpha Flow

Traffic Engineering System (AFTES) that would be run on a server external to the

routers.2 AFTES would obtain NetFlow records from the NetFlow collector, and

store the source–destination address prefixes of already completed a flows. These

prefixes are used to configure firewall filters at ingress routers so that future a flows

between the same source/destination subnets will get redirected to traffic-

engineered, QoS-controlled paths. A persistence measure is used to delete address

prefix entries from the firewall filters for which no a flows are observed over an

aging interval. This AFTES design would be effective if the following hypothesis is

true.

2 This system was proposed in our conference papers [6, 7]. It was called Hybrid Network Traffic

Engineering System (HNTES). The name was changed to AFTES to reflect its functionality more

accurately.
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Hypothesis Most high-speed data transfer nodes have static IP addresses, and a
flows are created repeatedly between the same source–destination subnets. The basis

for this hypothesis is that scientists typically execute their simulations on the same

supercomputing centers, and hence we expect them to transfer data between the

same two clusters. If the hypothesis is true, the offline prefix identifier based AFTES

scheme will be effective in identifying and directing a flows to traffic-engineered,

QoS-controlled paths. We carried out traffic analysis of NetFlow records collected

from ESnet to test this hypothesis.

Findings Our data analysis showed that if AFTES had been deployed at the start

of the 7-month period for which NetFlow records were analyzed, 91 % of bytes

from a flows that occurred in high-rate intervals would have been sent to traffic

engineered, QoS-controlled paths. This validated the hypothesis for the tested ESnet

router/time period; to enable other researchers to test this hypothesis with data

procured from other providers,3 our software has been made available on a public

Web site [14].

Our second finding relates to quantifying the cost of redirecting flows based on

source–destination address prefixes rather than on the more constrained 5-tuple

identifiers (which includes source and destination IP addresses, source and

destination port numbers, and protocol type). The effect of this design choice is

that b (non-a) flows that share the same source–destination address prefixes as a
flows will get redirected to the a-flow paths and queues. However, our data analysis

shows that a majority of such b-flow packets are from file-transfer applications and

not delay-sensitive interactive applications. This is likely because most scientific

computing/data transfer nodes are located in separate subnets from those used to

connect general-purpose user hosts.

Novelty Three novel ideas form the basis for AFTES: (1) Apply Quality-of-

Service (QoS) controls to file transfers, not interactive audio/video flows; (2) Use

intra-domain, not end-to-end, virtual circuits; and (3) Exploit knowledge of human

behavior and end system capabilities in developing a flow classification algorithm.

When Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [15] and Integrated Services

(IntServ) [16] technologies were developed, virtual circuit services were considered

for interactive audio/video flows. However, because the number of such flows is

large, and per-flow QoS controls can only be applied to small numbers of flows in

most routers, these virtual-circuit solutions were not as widely deployed as

originally envisioned. Instead, IP-routed networks were simply over-provisioned.

Such over-provisioning is usually sufficient to keep delay/jitter low for interactive

audio/video flows. However, a flows can, in short intervals, quickly fill up router

buffers. Scientific data-transfer servers that generate a flows typically have 10 Gbps

network interface cards, and can hence burst out packets at that rate, which was also

the rate of core network links. Such bursts can cause observable quality reductions

in interactive audio/video flows (see Sect. 2). Our novel approach is to apply QoS

3 It is difficult to procure NetFlow data from providers for privacy reasons and therefore we could not test

our hypothesis with other providers’ data. But we did extend our prior 2-month analysis [7] to a 7-month

analysis presented in this paper.
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controls to a flows, which are fewer in number than audio/video flows, and can

hence be handled by today’s routers.

The second novel concept proposes using intra-domain virtual circuits, while

most past work requires the use of end-to-end virtual circuits. If QoS metrics, such

as end-to-end delay, need to be guaranteed, then virtual circuits must extend end-to-

end. However, delay guarantees are not required for a flows, and technologies exist

for creating hybrid end-to-end paths, in which some segments of a path are IP-

routed while other segments are virtual circuits. The use of intra-domain virtual

circuits allows a single provider to unilaterally deploy AFTES for better traffic

engineering. This makes the adoption of AFTES more likely.

The third novel concept is our exploitation of human-behavior knowledge and

end-system capabilities in the AFTES design. Other work on flow classification

algorithms, as presented in Sect. 3.2, proposed the use of payload-based, port-based

or machine learning techniques, whereas our AFTES solution is based on pragmatic

observations about who creates a flows, and the type of end systems required to

create such flows.

Contributions The AFTES design and evaluation are the main contributions of

the work. The AFTES design is a pragmatic solution that solves a technical problem

(reducing the adverse effects of a flows on other flows), while taking into account

constraints of today’s routers and difficulties of deploying inter-domain solutions.

The evaluation showed that the AFTES design is a viable solution for deployment.

Significance For practitioners, the AFTES prototype, being developed for

potential deployment in ESnet, could be of direct benefit. The design strategy that

requires only NetFlow records, collection of which is already supported by most

providers, lowers the barrier to its acceptance by providers. As mentioned earlier,

the intra-domain nature of the AFTES solution is also attractive to practitioners.

Section 2 describes the motivating factors for this work. Section 3 provides

background information and reviews related work. The system architecture is

described in Sect. 4. Section 5 describes the proposed offline a flow identification

mechanism. An evaluation of this mechanism through NetFlow data analysis of

ESnet traffic is presented in Sect. 6. The paper is concluded in Sect. 7.

2 Motivation

This section motivates the reason for needing to isolate a flows to their own traffic-

engineered paths, and a shorter version of this motivation was presented in a 2013

conference publication [6]. First, an example of measured traffic levels, reaching

close to the link capacity of an ESnet router interface, is provided. Next, we describe

an experiment to illustrate that a single a flow can cause such increases in traffic

levels, and that such increases can adversely impact packet delays in other flows.

Figure 1 plots Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) link utilization of

an ESnet router interface. This data was collected on Jan. 16, 2013. The traffic level

reached above 9 Gbps (the link’s capacity was 10 Gbps). These sudden increases in

traffic levels are most commonly caused by a few a flows or even a single flow. For

the particular example shown in Fig. 1, we extracted the NetFlow records for this
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time period and found the source and destination of the flow that caused these

spikes. Research-and-Education Networks (RENs) such as ESnet are engineered to

operate at 20–25 % loads in order to absorb a-flow spikes [17]. Typically, traffic in

both directions of the link shown in Fig. 1 have loads similar to that of the blue line

(incoming direction) [18]. Inspite of the capacity headroom, a flows can cause

adverse effects as demonstrated next.

We conducted an experiment on a 10 Gbps ESnet-run IP-routed metropolitan-

area experimental network [8]. Its high-performance servers, each equipped with

10 Gbps network interface cards, were capable of sourcing/sinking data at multiple

Gbps. The experiment consisted of initiating the following flows: (1) a UDP flow

generated using the nuttcp application [19] (rate of the flow was configured to be

3 Gbps), (2) a TCP flow was started at 53 seconds using the nuttcp application,

and (3) the ping application was started with the appropriate arguments to send a

periodic ICMP Echo-Request message. The graphs of Fig. 2 illustrate these three

flows. In the 1-queue configuration, packets from all three flows were buffered in

the same output queue. The throughput of the TCP flow was more than 6 Gbps, but

the delays experienced by the ICMP packets of the ping application increased from

2.3 ms (before t ¼ 53 when the TCP flow was started) to 60.6 ms (until t ¼ 152

when the TCP flow was terminated). In the 2-queues configuration, the router

directed packets from the UDP flow and the ICMP packets generated by the ping

application to one virtual queue and the TCP-flow packets to a separate virtual

queue on the contending egress interface. Weighted-fair queueing (WFQ) was used

for packet scheduling. The rate allocation was 40 and 60 % for the two queues,

respectively. The scheduler was configured to function in work-conserving mode,

i.e., bandwidth partitioning was not strict. This mode of operation allowed the TCP-

flow packets to be served at 6 Gbps, even as it maintained the delay experienced by

the ICMP packets of the ping flow to the low value of 2.3 ms. This experiment

Fig. 1 Utilization (b/s) of a 10 Gbps ESnet router interface observed on Jan. 16, 2013; the green line,
showing bursts reaching over 9 Gbps, is the outgoing traffic from the ESnet router to a peering REN,
while the lower-load blue line is the incoming traffic on the same interface [6]
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illustrates the need for isolating a flows to a separate queue in order to reduce the

negative impact of such flows on real-time flows.

3 Background and Related Work

3.1 Background

Terminology Two terms, 5-tuple flow and prefix flow [20], are used in this paper. A

5-tuple flow consists of all packets arriving with the same 5-tuple values {source IP

address, destination IP address, source port number, destination port number,

protocol type} with no consecutive inter-packet gaps greater than some fixed time

threshold. The fixed time threshold phrase is required because TCP and UDP port

numbers for the same source–destination hosts are reused at some point in time. A

prefix flow consists of all packets arriving within an aggregation interval (some fixed

duration) that have the same source and destination address prefixes (e.g., /24

prefixes).

ESnet ESnet is a US-wide core (backbone) high-speed REN that offers IP-routed

and dynamic virtual circuit services to DOE national laboratories, such as Argonne

National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and several others [5]. As

the DOE national laboratories conduct scientific research in many disciplines such

as high-energy physics, a flows created by the movement of scientific datasets are

observed on ESnet router interfaces (e.g., see Fig. 1). As the NetFlow data analyzed

Fig. 2 The x-axis is time measured in seconds; the top graph shows that the UDP-flow rate is 3 Gbps in
both the 1-queue and 2-queues configurations; the middle graph shows the TCP flow throughput; the
bottom graph shows the delays experienced in the ping application [8]
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in this work was collected in 2011,4 the corresponding ESnet network topology is

shown in the 2010 network map [21]. There were 75 routers in total, with 42 routers

located in customer premises as provider edge (PE) routers, and the remaining

routers were used in the core backbone (routers are located in cities such as

Houston, Atlanta, etc.) and in three metro-area rings in Chicago, Northern

California, and New York. All backbone links, and links from major PE routers to

core routers were 10 Gbps Ethernet. ESnet peers with other US backbone RENs

such as Internet2, and international RENs such as GEANT2, and with commercial

peers and provider networks. Several of these providers offer dynamic virtual circuit

services and DiffServ based services [22–26], which are briefly reviewed next.

NetFlow NetFlow v5, originally proposed by Cisco, is being replaced by

NetFlow v9 [27] and IPFIX [28]. However, the ESnet4 (Juniper) routers from which

data was collected for this study implemented NetFlow v5, and hence we provide a

brief review of NetFlow v5 here. NetFlow enables IP routers to collect information

from packet headers (sampled or unsampled), and save information as flow records.

Each IP router’s NetFlow system maintains a running set of flow records. Each

record includes the arrival timestamps of the first and last packets, number of

observed packets, and the total flow size in bytes. At the end of each active timeout

interval, a NetFlow record is created. Thus, multiple NetFlow records may be

created for a flow. These stored flow records are sent from the IP router’s NetFlow
exporter to a NetFlow collector (a process running on an external host).

Processing and maintaining volumes of NetFlow data can be both computationally

and storage intensive, especially for routers with high-speed links.

Firewall filters This feature of routers will be leveraged in our system design for

flow redirection. The firewall filter rules are consulted prior to the default IP routing

tables to determine how to forward incoming packets. Unlike with the default IP

routing table in which only the destination address is used to determine the output

link, firewall filter rules can be set to match any subset of the 5-tuple identifiers.

This feature is used by AFTES.

DiffServ, MPLS, and hybrid paths Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [29] is a

technique for handling multiple classes of service, with packets from different

classes being buffered in different virtual queues. DiffServ Code Point (a field of the

IP header) is used to identify packets from different classes. Weighted fair queuing

(WFQ) and priority queueing (PQ) can be configured to enable fair sharing of link

capacity between the multiple classes.

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a virtual-circuit networking technol-

ogy. Virtual circuits have to be provisioned across the network before packets can

be forwarded on the labels carried in their MPLS headers. QoS controls, such as

policing and scheduling, can be based on MPLS labels.

Hybrid paths consist of IP-routed segments and virtual circuits (VC). IP routers

have built-in MPLS switching engines, and support the so-called ‘‘Layer-3 MPLS’’

capability, which allows for the router to forward a filtered set of IP packets to a

MPLS virtual circuit (label switched path).

4 In 2012, ESnet had a major upgrade with all backbone link capacities increased to 100 Gbps.
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Arguably, a flows could be handled using Diffserv instead of MPLS since the

main goal is to isolate a flows from other general-purpose flows. In a complemen-

tary effort [8], we showed that a flows can be separated into their own virtual queue,

and with WFQ and PQ, both goals of keeping packet delays low for interactive

audio/video flows and throughput high for a flows can be achieved. However, the

reason for choosing MPLS for AFTES is that the virtual-circuit setup phase offers

the opportunity for a provider’s network management system to choose paths for the

a flows that are possibly different from the default IP-routed paths for load

balancing or other reasons.

The above discussion is included here to provide readers a holistic view of

AFTES, but this particular paper focuses on just the first task, identifying high-rate

large-sized flows. Our other paper [8] focuses on the traffic-engineering and packet

isolation tasks of AFTES.

3.2 Related Work

Prior papers on flow classification, traffic engineering, methods for handling

elephant flows, and OpenFlow/SDN are reviewed briefly. We also compare this

paper with our prior related conference publications.

Flow classification Lan and Heidemann [30] identify four dimensions of flows:

size (bytes), rate, duration, and burstiness. Flows are classified as elephants or mice

based on size, cheetahs or snails based on their rates, tortoises or dragonflies based

on their duration, and porcupines or stingrays based on their burstiness. Further, four

methods are used to define the thresholds between the two classes for each of these

dimensions. In the first method, the numbers corresponding to the mean ? 3

standard deviations of the sampled data are used as the thresholds, based on earlier

work by Sarvotham et al. [4]. In the second method, the top 1 % of all flows is used

to set the thresholds. In the third method, the thresholds are cutoff points in a heavy-

tailed distribution where the cutoff is determined using the aest method [31]. In the

fourth method, the thresholds are set so that 50 % of all traffic is carried by the

heavy-hitters (elephants, cheetahs, etc.). The goals of the Lan and Heidemann study

were to characterize flows along the four dimensions and to study correlations

between different flow types, while the purpose of Sarvotham’s study was to create

a framework for modeling network traffic.

Other papers of relevance are on flow classification algorithms [32, 33]. Flow

classification methods are grouped in [33] into three categories: (1) port based, (2)

payload based, and (3) flow statistics based. Scientific data transfer applications,

such as GridFTP, use ephemeral ports and control-plane packet encryption, which

render port-based and payload-based classification methods unsuitable for our

purposes. Our solution falls in the last category of using flow statistics. In general, as

noted in [33], machine learning techniques are required for flow-statistics based

classification schemes because of the large size of datasets and multi-dimensional

flow parameters. However, our solution does not require machine learning

techniques because our hypothesis about the repetitive patterns of a flows was

validated for scientific data transfers.
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Traffic engineering Survey papers [34, 35] describe different approaches for

traffic engineering. Specifically, our approach fits the ‘‘tactical traffic engineering’’

category [34] rather than ‘‘strategic traffic engineering.’’

Identifying and handling elephant flows Papagiannaki et al. [36] define elephants

to be flows that are the major contributors to network load, i.e., flows whose

bandwidth exceeds a threshold value and exhibit persistency. The threshold is a

relative value such that ‘‘a flow is characterized as an elephant, only if it is located

in the tail of the flow bandwidth distribution [36].’’ In contrast, our definition of a
flows uses a fixed threshold for bytes observed within a fixed duration. Only flows

that exceed the threshold have the potential to cause packet delays for real-time

flows as discussed further in Sect. 6. Using relative values of bandwidth, as is done

in the paper by Papagiannaki et al. [36], may result in the classification of certain

flows as elephant or a flows, even if their rates/sizes are not large enough to have

adverse effects on other flows. Therefore our work uses absolute thresholds. These

threshold values are based on an analysis of actual scientific data transfers logged by

GridFTP servers [2].

For their analysis purposes, Wallerich et. al [20] classified a flow as an elephant if

in any time bin (which was chosen to be 1 min) in its lifetime, the number of bytes

sent is in the top ranks of all flows. It is thus also a relative classification scheme and

hence differs from our work for the same reason described above. Other such papers

are surveyed by Callado, et al., in a 2009 paper [37].

Kamiyama and Mori [38] propose a short-timeout method to identify high-rate

flows and elephant (large) flows [39] with low false-positive and false-negative

rates. Zhang et al. [40] proposed a Bayesian single sampling method to identify

high-rate flows. Duffield et al. [41] had a goal of finding information about flows in

unsampled packets using information in sampled packets.

An online technique for identifying large IP flows based on prediction for

redirection to optical lightpaths was proposed by Fioreze et al. [42]. A relationship

is observed between flow size and bits per second, duration, and packets per sec.

Bypass to circuits have been used for other applications such as traffic matrix

computation [43].

There are several papers proposing methods for identifying large flows or high-

rate flows with new router hardware. These include ElephantTrap [44], RATE [45],

CATE [46], an FPGA-based cache solution [47], and a real-time detector for Grid

bulk-data transfer flows on 1 Gbps links [48]. Also Hohn and Veitch [49] proposed

a scheme for finding the spectral density, distribution of the number of packets per

flow, and showed why alternate sampling techniques were needed to obtain this

second-order statistic about flows. Given our focus on designing network

management systems and not new router hardware, our scheme relies on the

built-in NetFlow system supported in most deployed provider routers.

Hybrid packet-switched and optical circuit-switched networks have been

proposed for datacenters [50–52]. Different techniques are proposed in these

papers for determining which flows should be directed to optical circuits. For

example, in HELIOS [51], elephant flows are identified using a static flow-rate

cutoff (15 Mbps) for automatic redirection to optical circuits.
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OpenFlow/SDN OpenFlow [53] and Software Defined Networing (SDN) [54] are

enabling easier access to flow tables, and allow for more flexible traffic engineering.

As OpenFlow switches and routers are currently being deployed, the networking

community is developing new tools to leverage these capabilities. For example,

Qazi et al. [55] proposed a machine-learning technique for use in an SDN to identify

the application types of flows. Wang et al. [56] proposed the use of application-

aware SDN for big-data applications. As mentioned in Sect. 1, difficulties such as

application upgrades and adoption by users hindered the deployment of application-

aware traffic engineering solutions in core provider networks, and therefore our

solution is based on in-network a-flow identification.

Comparison with our prior papers As mentioned in Sect. 1, we have published

two conference papers on HNTES [6, 7]. In our 2012 paper [7], we introduced

HNTES and presented preliminary analysis of 2-months NetFlow records. In our

2013 paper [6], we presented a high-level comparison of the effectiveness and cost

of HNTES by analyzing data from 4 ESnet routers. In contrast, this manuscript

presents an in-depth evaluation of the effectiveness and cost of HNTES showing

more detailed graphs and tables. Next, this manuscript has a detailed character-

ization of a prefix flows and a data-door analysis of the source and destination of a
flows. Both these characterizations are new contributions of this manuscript.

4 AFTES Overview

This section provides an architectural overview of how AFTES could be deployed

in a provider network [6, 7]. Consider the example provider network shown in

Fig. 3. Default IP-routed paths from router A to router C in the example provider

network are shown with red dashed lines. AFTES is a network management

software system that would be run on an external server as shown in Fig. 3. AFTES

interacts with two external systems, a NetFlow collector, and an Inter-Domain

Controller (IDC). The role of a NetFlow collector is explained in Sect. 3.1. The IDC

is a virtual circuit scheduler and is used in RENs such as ESnet and Internet2 to

support advance-reservations for virtual circuits (VCs) [25]. Both providers use

MPLS to support their dynamic virtual circuit service offerings. AFTES leverages

this service for a flows. The setup phase in VC networking offers the opportunity for

traffic engineering a flows along paths distinct from the default IP-routed paths if

needed (e.g., for load balancing).

AFTES operations are grouped into two phases:

a -flow address prefix identification AFTES procures NetFlow records from the

NetFlow collector (as shown in Fig. 3), and extracts the source and destination IP

address prefixes of a flows. Details regarding the thresholds used in determining

which flows are a flows are provided in the next section.

In ESnet, we expect to run AFTES on a nightly basis, and therefore we use a per-

day index i in creating a set of a prefix IDs Fi, using the source–destination address

prefixes of a flows observed during the day. To keep the set Fi from becoming too

large (as this set determines the firewall filter rules that will be added to the routers),

address prefix pairs for which a flows have not been observed within an aging
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interval (e.g., 30 days) will be deleted. The reason for having an aging interval is to

provide stability with respect to the firewall filter rules. This assumption about

running AFTES on a nightly basis is a starting assumption. Based on observed

repetition patterns, AFTES could be run more often. For example, if in a given

provider’s network, we observe that a source–destination pair performs multiple

large-sized high-rate transfers within a day, and the cost of running AFTES and

configuring routers is acceptable, then the frequency at which AFTES is executed

can be increased. Also, an administrator can manually execute AFTES operations if

significant unexpected changes are observed in network traffic.

Configuring routers for future a -flow redirection As noted in Sect. 1, the second

and third tasks are to (ii) control the path taken by a flows by using virtual circuits,

and (iii) isolate a flows into separate virtual queues to reduce their effects on

general-purpose flows. Although these tasks are outside the scope of this paper as

mentioned in Sect. 1, we provide a brief overview of solutions for these tasks.

To configure routers for future a-flow redirection, AFTES first determines the

egress router E corresponding to an a prefix ID that is newly identified from

NetFlow records obtained from ingress router I. It then checks to see whether an

LSP already exists from ingress router I to egress router E. If it does, then AFTES

communicates with the ingress router I to configure a new firewall filter rule, which

will redirect future a flows whose prefix IDs match the newly identified a prefix ID

to the existing LSP. If, on the other hand, AFTES finds that there is no existing LSP

from ingress router I to egress router E, AFTES communicates with the IDC to

initiate LSP provisioning. IDC includes the functionality to set firewall filter rules,

and therefore AFTES can simply pass the a prefix ID to the IDC while requesting

Fig. 3 Illustration of the role of Alpha Flow Traffic Engineering System (AFTES)
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LSP setup. The AFTES solution is offline in that a prefix IDs of completed flows are

used to configure routers for future a-flow redirection. Therefore, there is no path

switching in the middle of a flow, and hence out-of-sequence packets (which are

adverse to TCP throughput) will not be caused by this traffic engineering solution.

With regards to path selection for the LSPs for a flows, one approach is to collect

traffic statistics on the LSPs using SNMP. Xiao et al. proposed this approach as a

means for obtaining the traffic matrix for a provider’s network [57]. By provisioning

LSPs with no bandwidth constraints between all ingress–egress router pairs, SNMP

traffic statistics offer an easier way to obtain the traffic matrix when compared to

methods that start with NetFlow records from sampled packets. From the SNMP

traffic statistics, the IDC can run path computation methods, several of which are

described in a survey paper [58]. Also survey papers on traffic engineering [34, 35]

offer methods for load balancing, e.g., to minimize Maximum Link Utilization

(MLU) [59].

With regards to flow isolation, we recommend configuring the router schedulers

to operate in work-conserving mode, which means there is no strict partitioning of

bandwidth among the various LSPs and IP-routed flows sharing an interface. In

another paper [8], we demonstrated the negatives of policing a flows (since most of

these flows use TCP) and proposed a no-policing, WFQ/PQ scheduling approach.

Unlike circuit multiplexing techniques (e.g., TDM, WDM), virtual-circuit (VC)

techniques such as MPLS separate the task of path selection/VC provisioning from

the task of resource (bandwidth and buffer) allocation for QoS control [57]. In our

paper [8], we showed the importance of creating multiple virtual queues so that

delay-sensitive IP-routed packets are not held behind a-flow bursts. The work-

conserving mode of resource sharing makes it less urgent to remove an LSP

between an ingress–egress router pair if there are no firewall-filter rules directing

flows with specified a prefix IDs to the LSP. Therefore, a delayed release approach

can be implemented. LSPs are expected to be long-lasting as repeated a flows have

been observed with the same prefix ID.

5 Characterizing a Flows

Terminology Table 1 first defines a NetFlow records as records whose total bytes

exceeds a threshold H. Next, Table 1 defines an a flow as a 5-tuple flow (see

Sect. 3.1 for definition) for which there is at least one a NetFlow record. Thus, an

a flow may have some a NetFlow records and some non-a NetFlow records. An a
flow can have one or more a-intervals, each of which is a time period in which the a
flow sent packets whose aggregate size exceeded H bytes within a NetFlow active

timeout period (denoted s). Finally the source and destination address prefixes of a
flows are referred to as a prefix identifiers.

The next three terms in Table 1 define a prefix flows and their characteristics,

a- bytes and a-time. A prefix flow (as defined in Sect. 3.1) is an a prefix flow if its

source/destination address prefix is an a prefix identifier. Two characteristics of an a
prefix flow, a-bytes and a-time, are used to represent the aggregate bytes and total

time observed in a-intervals of a flows that shared the prefix flow’s identifier.
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Notation Table 2 lists notation for parameters of a NetFlow records and a prefix

flows, which are used to compute a-bytes and a-time for a prefix flows. In day i, the

set of NetFlow records Ri has mi a NetFlow records. Each record rij is itself a set

consisting of several parameters, such as the number of bytes bij, source/destination

address prefixes denoted as the identifier, xij, and start time sij and end time eij,

which represent the UTC timestamps of the first and last packets in the NetFlow

record, respectively. The number of bytes in all NetFlow records in set Ri are lower-

bounded by H, i.e.,

bij�H; 1� j�mi ð1Þ

The next row in Table 2 represents the parameters of a prefix flows. On each day i, a

set Pi of a prefix flows is created. Each element in this set is itself a set consisting of

an identifier fil, which is the source/destination address prefix pair, and other

parameters as shown in Table 2.

Characteristics of a prefix flows Two characteristics, a-bytes and a-time, are

defined for an a prefix flow. For a prefix flow pil, the a-bytes, gil (see Table 2), is

determined as follows:

gil ¼
Xgil

j¼1

bij; s.t. ; j � Jil; 1� l� di ð2Þ

where Jil ¼ fj1; j2; � � � ; jgil
g, a set of indices selected from record set Ri such that the

source/destination address prefixes in identifiers xija are equal to fil for 1� a� gil

and 1� ja�mi (see Table 2).

To determine a-time of pil, the following procedure is used. If there are multiple

a flows that share the prefix ID of an a prefix flow pil, these flows could have

overlapping a-intervals. Such overlapping intervals should be counted only once.

The a-intervals of constituent a flows in an a prefix flow pil are divided into two

sets: Oil consisting of xil overlapping a-intervals, and Nil consisting of yil non-

Table 1 Terminology

Term Meaning

a NetFlow record A NetFlow record in which the byte threshold H is exceeded

a flow A 5-tuple flow (see Sect. 3.1 for definition) for which there is at least one a
NetFlow record

a-interval of an a
flow

Interval between first-packet and last-packet timestamps in each a NetFlow

record of the a flow

a prefix identifiers

(IDs)

Prefix identifiers (source/destination address prefixes) of a flows

a prefix flow A prefix flow (see Sect. 3.1 for definition) in which all its packets belong to a
flows that share its prefix identifier

a-bytes of an a prefix

flow

Sum of bytes recorded in its constituent a NetFlow records

a-time of an a prefix

flow

The total time within each aggregation interval in which at least one of the

constituent a flows experienced an a-interval.
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overlapping a-intervals. A new set of non-overlapping intervals Mil of size uil is

derived from Oil as follows: from a contiguous set of overlapping a-intervals within

set Oil, a new interval is created for set Mil with the earliest start time, se
iv, and the

latest end time, el
iv, v�ð1; uilÞ. The a-time, lil (see Table 2), is then computed as

lil,

Xuil

v¼1

ðel
iv � se

ivÞ þ
Xyil

u¼1

ðeiu � siuÞ; 1� l� di ð3Þ

The measures, a-bytes and a-time, are distinct from size and duration. First, a-bytes

and a-time are used to characterize a prefix flows, while in another paper [60], we

characterized the size and duration of a (5-tuple) flows. Our definitions of the terms

‘‘prefix flow’’ and ‘‘5-tuple flow’’ are provided in Sect. 3.1. Second, the a-bytes

measure includes only those bytes sent in intervals in which the H threshold was

crossed, while the size of an a flow additionally includes bytes reported by NetFlow

records in which the H threshold was not crossed. Similarly, a-time is the cumu-

lative sum of time differences (between the last packet timestamp and the first

packet timestamp) from only those NetFlow records in which the H threshold was

crossed, while duration of an a flow is the difference between the last packet

timestamp of the last NetFlow record and the first packet timestamp of the first

NetFlow record of the flow. Thus, duration includes all NetFlow records, not just

those in which the H threshold was crossed, and it includes gaps between the last

packet timestamp and first packet stamp of consecutive NetFlow records.

6 NetFlow Data Analysis

ESnet NetFlow data was collected from an ESnet provider edge router for seven

months: May 1–Nov. 30, 2011 (214 days). In ESnet routers, NetFlow was

configured to sample 1-in-1,000 packets, and the active timeout interval was set to

60 seconds. Flow information was collected for the incoming side of all inter-

domain interfaces. Flow tools [61], and custom Perl and R [62] programs are used to

analyze the data. These programs have been posted as open-source software on our

project Web site [14] to enable replication of our tests using NetFlow data from

other RENs.

Table 2 Sets created for the ith aggregation interval

Symbol Set No. of

elements

Elements

of the set

Attributes of an element

Identifier a-

bytes

Start

and end

time

a-

time

No. of a NetFlow

records

aggregated

Ri Set of a
NetFlow

records

mi rij xij bij ðsij; eijÞ NA NA

Pi Set of a
prefix

flows

di pil fil gil NA lil gil
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The following parameter values were used: s, NetFlow active timeout interval,

was 1 minute, aggregation interval for creating prefix flows was 1 day, and H, the a
NetFlow record threshold, was 1 GB.

We explain our reasons for choosing the 1 GB threshold. Whether an a flow

causes increased packet delay/jitter for real-time flows depends upon background

traffic, link rates, and router buffer size. Experimental work in another paper [8]

showed how a data-transfer node with a 10 Gbps network interface card (NIC)

could send back-to-back packets in high-rate large bursts filling router buffers when

TCP’s congestion window is large. Scientists who repeatedly move large datasets

invest in data-transfer nodes with such high-speed NICs. The 1 GB threshold was

selected after determining from our experiments [8] that the router buffer size was

125 MB, and using our knowledge of background traffic in ESnet4. If the TCP

congestion window size increases to hundreds of MB, packets could arrive in bursts

at router interfaces at close to 10 Gbps speeds. In the presence of background traffic,

if the egress link rate at the router is also 10 Gbps, router buffers can fill up. Thus

large file transfers have the potential to cause increased packet delay/jitter for other

flows, and are hence flagged as a flows. For the link rates, NIC rates, and

background traffic observed in ESnet4, we selected 1 GB as the threshold.

ESnet recently upgraded its backbone links to 100 Gbps speeds. In a wide-area

network test, 94 Gbps end-to-end TCP throughput was demonstrated between

clusters located at the Bay Area, CA, and at Chicago, IL [63]. Each cluster consisted

of three servers, and each server was equipped with four 10 Gbps NICs. The routers

at the two locations were interconnected by a 100 Gbps wide-area circuit. This

experiment shows the feasibility of single a flows generating data at rates close to

the 100 Gbps rate. As 100 Gbps NICs appear in the market and get deployed, the

scenario described above of router buffers filling up will occur again. NIC speeds

have traditionally lagged router interface speeds, but typically catch up soon

because they are required and used in the scientific community for high-speed file

transfers. When NIC speeds match backbone link speeds, there is a need for a-flow

traffic engineering.

A new symbol I is used to represent the period of the analyzed NetFlow data,

which was 214 days. Two types of prefix identifiers were used: (1) /32 source and

destination IP addresses, and (2) /24 source and destination subnet IDs. The aging

parameter used to delete entries from the firewall filter was varied to study its

impact.

First, in Sect. 6.1, observed a flows are characterized in different ways.

Examples of questions answered are what is the maximum per-day total amount of

bytes sent in a intervals by any single source–destination host/subnet pair, do

source–destination pairs that generate a flows do so repeatedly (on different days),

what is the cumulative per-day total amount of bytes across all source–destination

pairs that generate a flows, what is the total amount of time where there are one or

more active a flows on a router interface, and what percentage of the total traffic is

represented by a flows. Second, Sect. 6.2 evaluates an effectiveness measure, the

percentage of a-bytes that would have been redirected to traffic-engineered paths

and isolated from other flows, had AFTES been operational during the May–Nov.

2011 period. While the effectiveness numbers are higher when /24 prefix IDs are
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used in firewall filters for a flow redirection and isolation than when /32 prefix IDs

are used (91 vs. 82 %), there is a cost to using /24 prefix IDs in that b-flow packets

that share the same prefix IDs as a flows will get directed to the traffic-engineered

paths/queues set up for a flows. In a third set of analysis, Sect. 6.3 quantifies this

cost, using a measure of the percentage of these packets that are attributable to file

transfer applications (the assumption being that a-flow bursts are less adverse to file

transfer flows than to real-time delay-sensitive flows). Finally, a hypothesis that a
flows primarily originate from ‘‘data doors,’’ well-equipped nodes dedicated for

large high-speed data transfers, is tested and found to be true.

6.1 Characteristics of Observed a Prefix Flows

As explained in Sect. 5, sets Ri, 1� i� I, were created from the daily set of

NetFlow reports using the a-flow criterion. From this filtered set of a NetFlow

reports, per-day a prefix flow sets Pi, 1� i� I, were created. The following

characteristics of these sets are described:

• Data for individual a prefix flows

• A measure of persistence

• Cumulative per-day data

• Relative values of a flows when compared to all traffic

6.1.1 Individual a Prefix Flows

A total of 125 unique /24 a prefix IDs and 1,548 unique /32 a prefix IDs were

observed in the 214-day NetFlow reports. In other words, 125 source–destination

subnets and 1548 source–destination hosts generated a flows in the observed 214-

day period. Not all a prefix IDs made an appearance every day. A matrix consisting

of a prefix IDs as rows and the 214 days as columns was sparse, where each matrix

entry consists of two tuples: {a-bytes, a-time}.

The data (a-bytes and a-time) corresponding to a prefix flows pil, 1� l� di and

1� i� I, for 6 different percentile values are presented in Table 3. For example,

max1� i� Iðmax1� l� di
gilÞ for the /24 a prefix IDs is 2.6 TB. In the other days,

Table 3 Data for individual a prefix flows (the per-day sets for the whole 214-day period are sorted by

a-bytes or a-time)

Percentiles 100 % 90 % 80 % 70 % 60 % 50 %

Sorted on a-bytes (GB) /24 2,603.58 44.43 16.94 8.5 5.34 3.46

/32 2,060.29 12.54 5.48 3.5 2.44 1.95

Sorted on a-time (min) /24 544.64 21.27 8.16 4.54 2.66 1.88

/32 544.64 6.16 2.76 1.78 1 0.99
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within that 214-day period, a flows corresponding to one a prefix ID transferred 2.6

TB within a-intervals in one day. The longest a-time from among all prefix flows

(/24 or /32) observed in the 214-day period was 544.64 min (i.e., 9.08 hours of a
intervals within one 24-h period). This is significant because during a intervals,

packets from real-time audio–video flows could have suffered increased delays.

These 100 percentile values are not typical. As seen in Table 3, 90 % of a prefix

flows have a much smaller a-time, i.e., 21.27 mins for /24 sets and 6.16 mins for /32

sets.

6.1.2 A Measure of Persistence

The number of days in which an a prefix ID makes an appearance is characterized

as a measure of persistence. Let U represent the set of unique a prefix identifiers that

appeared in the 214-day observation period (determined from the sets ffil, 1� l� di

and 1� i� I}). For each u 2 U, Nu is defined as the number of days in which

fgil [ 0 for fil ¼ u; 1� l� di and 1� i� Ig.
Cumulative probability plots of Nu for the /24 and /32 cases are shown in Fig. 4.

The maximum number of days (out of 214) in which a /24 a prefix ID appeared was

114. The maximum number of this persistency measure for a /32 a prefix ID was 68.

Of the /24 and /32 unique a prefix IDs, 21.6 and 4.5 % appeared more than 15 days,

respectively, and 39.2 and 10.34 % appeared more than 7 days, respectively. These

numbers show that some source–destination host/subnet pairs repeatedly generate a
flows. This is consistent with our hypothesis.

Fig. 4 Cumulative probability of the number of days, Nu; u 2 U, in which a unique a prefix ID u made an
appearance
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6.1.3 Cumulative Per-Day Data

The total a-bytes (
Pl¼di

l¼0 gil), total a-time (
Pl¼di

l¼0 lil), and total number of unique

5-tuple IDs among the a flows, for each day i, for 1� i� I, are plotted in Fig. 5.

Both the total a-bytes and total a-time peaked on Jul. 28, 2011. On this day, there

were 2.65 TB transferred in a-intervals, and 9.28 hours of a-time. It was noted

earlier (Table 3) that most a prefix flows have small a-times, i.e., 90 % of the /24

sets and /32 sets have per-day numbers less than 21.27 mins and 6.16 mins,

respectively. However, the cumulative data analysis illustrates that in 10 % of the

days, the total amount of a-time (i.e., the sum of all unique a-intervals) was more

than 4.1 hours, which means during these intervals, a flows could cause increases in

the delays experienced by real-time audio-video flow packets (this particular router

has only one outgoing link to another ESnet router on which all these a flows are

being carried). The total number of unique 5-tuple IDs among all a flows peaked to

a value of 1662 on Nov. 22, 2011.

In the plots of Fig. 5, one can observe increasing trends in a-flow activity over

the 7-month period. For example, it appears that there were more days with a flows

in the later months of the observed time period than in earlier months. In order to

study this trend for the three measures plotted in Fig. 5, a coarse binary quantization

was applied before fitting the points with a smoothing spline function. Specifically,

the median value for each of the three measures was chosen as the threshold for a

Fig. 5 Cumulative (across all a prefix IDs) per-day data
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0/1 quantization of the observed values, and two different values were used for the

number of degrees of freedom (df), 2 and 4, in the smoothing spline function. Lower

values of df creates greater smoothing at a cost of accuracy of fit. The increasing

trends seen in the smoothed spline plots of Figs. 6 and 7 are likely due to increasing

sizes of scientific data sets, and frequency of transfers.

6.1.4 Relative Values of a Flows When Compared to All Traffic

Table 4 shows the portions of the total traffic constituted by a-bytes on a monthly

basis for the observed time period. The total traffic was determined from SNMP link

usage data collected by ESnet [18]. The percentages for all seven months were less

than 2 %. Prior work cite the 50–20 rule [64], in which 20 % of the flows contribute

50 % of the packets. As noted in Sect. 3.2, the criterion used for classifying a flow

report as belonging to an a flow did not rely on a volume threshold such as the 50 %

number used by Lan and Heidemann [30]. Instead the threshold was fixed at 1 GB

in a time period less than equal to 1 min. This threshold was high enough that the

byte ratio is small at 2 %. An analysis of actual GridFTP usage transfer statistics for

two source–destination pairs [2] shows that the percentage of scientific transfers that

would create flows exceeding this threshold is small. This high threshold was

selected because of the light link loads observed with SNMP data, which indicates

that unless a sizeable burst occurs in a short duration the flow is not likely to cause

adverse effects on real-time flows, and hence should not be labeled an a flow. Even

Fig. 6 Binary quantized cumulative data plus a smoothing spline function with df = 2
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though the percentage of a bytes was small, the high-rate/large size of a flows can

have adverse effects as illustrated in Sect. 2.

6.2 Effectiveness of AFTES

This analysis measures the effectiveness of the offline approach proposed for

AFTES. Effectiveness is defined as the percentage of a-bytes that would have been

redirected to traffic-engineered paths and isolated from the general traffic had

AFTES been deployed. But before presenting these percentages, the numbers of

new a prefix IDs that appeared each day are presented as a test of the hypothesis that

a flows are created repeatedly between the same source–destination pairs. After

presenting the effectiveness values, an analysis of the impact of the aging parameter

is presented.

Table 4 Percentage of a-bytes in total traffic for /24 case

Month (2011) May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

a-bytes (TB) 4.2 7.8 7.9 10.9 5.2 6.9 10.3

Total (TB) 625.9 533.7 692.3 640.6 740.6 1,101.8 869.9

Percentage 0.67 1.46 1.14 1.7 0.7 0.63 1.18

Fig. 7 Binary quantized cumulative data plus a smoothing spline function with df = 4
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6.2.1 Number of New a Prefix IDs Observed Each Day

Figure 8 shows the number of new a-flow associated prefix identifiers appearing

each day in the 214-day observed period. The aging parameter A was set to 214 days

(i.e., firewall filter rules corresponding to a flows were never deleted). The numbers

would be greater if the aging parameter was set to a smaller time period to prevent

the firewall filter from growing too large. The dependence on the aging parameter is

presented later. Overall, the trend in the new a prefix IDs graph is downward as seen

with the smoothing spline function (degrees of freedom set to 4) in Fig. 9. For

example, on day 1, there were 9 new /24 a prefix IDs but after day 45, in 94.7 % of

the days, there were only 0 or 1 new a prefix IDs. The implication is that the size of

the firewall filter needed to support traffic engineering for a flows may not be

significant, since modern routers allow for very large numbers of firewall filter rules.

However, there can be days, such as Nov. 10th, 2011, when a flows were observed

corresponding to 6 new /24 prefix IDs, and 141 new /32 prefix IDs. This can happen

when there are new installations of high-speed data transfer nodes or when new

scientists access existing data transfer nodes.

6.2.2 Effectiveness

Figure 10 shows the effectiveness of AFTES; specifically it shows the percentage of

a-bytes that would have been redirected and isolated, on a per-month basis. Table 5

shows the aggregate percentage of a-bytes that would have been directed across the

whole observed time period of 214 days corresponding to different values of the

aging parameter, A. Usage of /24 prefix IDs was more effective than the /32 prefix

IDs (the negative aspect of this finding is quantified in the next section). This is to be

expected since data transfer nodes are often cluster computers with IP addresses in

Fig. 8 Number of new a prefix IDs per day
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the same subnet. With new installations of high-speed data transfer nodes,

previously unseen /32 prefix identifiers would have been covered by /24 identifiers.

If rules are never deleted from the firewall filter, for the /24 case, 92 % of a-bytes

would have been isolated from b flows across the 7 months.

Fig. 9 Number of new a prefix IDs per day with smoothing spline function (df = 4)

Fig. 10 Effectiveness of AFTES for different values of the aging parameter
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6.2.3 Impact of aging parameter

The negative of never deleting firewall filter rules is that the firewall filter keeps growing

as shown in Fig. 11, though the absolute size was small relative to what modern routers

can support. But for sustainability, firewall filter rules corresponding to prefix IDs with

no a flow appearances should be deleted. The use of an aging parameter of 30 days

appears to be a good compromise. The firewall filter size levels off as seen in Fig. 11,

while at the same time, the effectiveness measure does not decrease significantly. The

aggregate percentage across 7 months decreases from 92 to 91 % for the /24 case,

when the aging parameter was dropped from 214 to 30 days, as seen in Table 5.

6.3 Quantifying the cost of AFTES on b Flows

The cost of using /24 source and destination subnet identifiers rather than the more

constrained /32 host identifiers in firewall filters is that b flows that share the same

Table 5 Percentage of a-bytes

that would have been redirected

and isolated across whole

214-day period

Aging parameter (days) /24 (%) /32 (%)

7 82 67

14 87 73

30 91 82

214 92 86

Fig. 11 Growth of firewall filter for different values of the aging parameter [6]
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source/destination address prefixes as a flows will also get redirected to the traffic-

engineered paths/queues meant to handle a flows. Packets from these b flows could

suffer increased delays as they would be queued in the same buffers as those used

for a flows (see Sect. 2). The purpose of this analysis was to characterize these

unfortunate b flows. The term ‘‘hapless b flows’’ is used for these flows that share a
prefix identifiers, and get traffic engineered on to the same paths and queues as a
flows.

The method used was to start with the set of non-a NetFlow records (flow records

in which the size threshold H is not exceeded) for each aggregation interval i, and

then apply three filters in sequence. First, non-a NetFlow records corresponding to a
flows were identified. As noted in Sect. 5 and per the definitions in Table 1, a

5-tuple flow is classified as an a flow even if it has just one a NetFlow record. Other

NetFlow records corresponding to this 5-tuple flow may have sizes that are below

the H threshold. Therefore, the first step was to identify the subset of non-a NetFlow

records that belong to a flows. The remaining non-a NetFlow records were from

hapless b flows.

The second filter was used to identify NetFlow records from file transfer

applications with the assumption that the delay impact on such flows caused by

bursts from a flows is not as critical as on real-time flows. The criteria used for a

NetFlow record to qualify as being from a file transfer application were that (a) the

number of bytes/packet should be at least 1000, (b) the total byte count should be

greater than a threshold G, where G\H, and (c) there is at least one other NetFlow

record within the aggregation interval that shares the same source and destination IP

addresses, protocol type, and at least one of the two port numbers as the candidate

NetFlow record. Typically NetFlow records from file transfer applications will have

multiple packets in spite of the low sampling rate (e.g., 1-in-1,000), and most of

these packets will be maximum-sized packets (Ethernet’s Maximum Transmission

Unit size is 1,500 B). The second criterion ensures that the flow corresponding to the

flow record was generating a sizeable amount of data. The last criterion was applied

because parallel TCP streams are used by scientific data transfer applications such

as GridFTP. For example, 8-stream transfers were common [2]. Flows correspond-

ing to these 8 streams typically shared the source and destination IP addresses,

protocol type (TCP), and either the source port number or destination port number,

with the other port number being different for each of the 8 streams. Therefore, due

to the low sampling rate, even if there was just one NetFlow record from one

stream, it is likely that there were NetFlow records from the other streams.

The third filter isolated NetFlow records for flows with well-known port

numbers; specifically ssh, http, imap, smtp, ssmtp, http, https, nntp, imap, imaps,

imap4ssl, unidata, rtsp, rsync, sftp, bftp, ftps, pop3, and sslpop. Some file transfers

used scp, which would appear as ssh flows, but such flows would have been filtered

out into the first or second categories leaving behind only those ssh flows

corresponding to interactive applications such as SecureCRT because of the

sequential application of these filters.

After the sequential application of the three filters on the set of non-a NetFlow

records for each aggregation interval i, the remaining (unclassified) NetFlow records

were grouped together as ‘‘Leftover.’’ The set of non-a NetFlow records
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corresponding to hapless b flows were thus divided into three groups: File Transfers

(FT), Well-Known Ports (WNP), and Leftover.

Our analysis focused on packets instead of bytes for these three groups of hapless

b-flow Netflow records. This is because for smaller sized flows, the size accuracy

ratio of multiplying the byte count by 1000 (because of the 1-in-1,000 packet

sampling) will be lower than for large-sized flows [7]. Specifically, for the sampled

set of packets from the hapless b flows, the percentages represented by packets from

each of the three groups were computed. Across the whole 214-day period, most of

the hapless b flow packets belonged to the first group (file transfers). For the /24

case, 89.37 % of the hapless b-flow packets were classified as being from file

transfer flows, and for the /32 case, the percentage was 88.77 % with the G

threshold set to 10 MB (recall the H threshold was 1 GB). Only a small percentage

of the hapless b-flow packets belonged to the second group, i.e., from non-file

transfer flows with well-known port numbers: for the /24 this number was 0.026 %

for both the /24 and /32 cases. The third group (leftover) percentage was small (e.g.,

10.6 % for the /24 case).

The per-day percentages for these three groups of hapless b flow packets are

plotted using smoothing spline functions (degrees of freedom set to 2 and 4), in

Figs. 12 and 13. For both /24 and /32 cases, the WNP group percentages were

almost 0.

In summary, the above analysis shows that most b flows that shared a prefix

identifiers were from file transfer applications, and not from interactive applications

such as VoIP and Web browsing. This is likely because in most supercomputing

centers, high-end data transfer nodes are set up as clusters in their own subnets.

Therefore the cost of using prefix IDs instead of 5-tuple flow IDs for traffic

engineering a flows appears to be low.

Furthermore, we recommend the use of /24 address prefixes rather than /32

addresses because the effectiveness measure was higher for the former, and the

Fig. 12 Percentages of four groups of hapless b flow packets with smoothing spline function (df = 2).
a /24 prefix ID case, b /32 prefix ID case
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negative effect on b flows was small. It is better to have a small percentage of b
flows be impacted by a flows (which will happen at a higher rate with /24 prefixes)

than to miss a flows, which will happen at a higher rate with /32 addresses, and have

those a flows impact the much larger proportion of b flows on the default IP-routed

paths.

6.4 Data-Door Analysis

We hypothesize that a flows are created by large file transfers from well-equipped

nodes that are referred to as ‘‘data doors.’’ In order to test this hypothesis, the

domain names/IP addresses of data doors in major high performance computing

facilities (e.g., rftpexp.rhic.bnl.gov) were obtained from their corresponding Web

sites, and these IP addresses were matched against the a prefix identifiers found

through the above described NetFlow data analysis. Our findings support the

hypothesis.

Absolute and relative measures of the daily number of a prefix IDs matched with

data door address prefixes are shown in Fig. 14. In 96 (44.9 %) days out of 214, all

a prefix identifiers matched with those of data doors, and in 175 (81.8 %) days out

of the 214 days, the matched rate was more than 80 %.

Absolute and relative measures of the per-day a-bytes from/to data doors are

shown in Fig. 15. In 148 (69.2 %) days out of 214, more than 90 % of the a-bytes

were from/to data doors.

Histograms of the two ratios presented above are shown in Fig. 16. The high

probability mass at a ratio of 1 indicates that for most days, the a flows came

from data doors. In summary, it appears that indeed most a prefix flows were

from/to high-end servers that are designed specifically for handling data

transfers.

Fig. 13 Percentages of four groups of hapless b flow packets with smoothing spline function (df = 4).
a /24 prefix ID case, b /32 prefix ID case
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Fig. 14 A measure of the ratio of a prefix IDs from/to data doors

Fig. 15 A measure of the ratio of a-bytes from/to data doors
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7 Summary and Conclusions

An offline mechanism was developed for determining prefix identifiers of a flows,

which are caused by high-rate, large-sized data transfers that are typically created in

research-and-education networks by scientific researchers. Such an offline scheme is

developed for a network management system called AFTES for intra-domain traffic

engineering. Prefix identifiers (IDs) (source and destination address prefixes) of

persistent a flows are used to set firewall filters to redirect future a flows to traffic-

engineered paths, and to isolate their packets to separate queues. These actions

would reduce adverse effects that a flows may have on packets from real-time flows,

such as increased packet delay and delay variance. The effectiveness and cost to b
flows of this offline mechanism was evaluated through an analysis of 7 months of

NetFlow data obtained from an ESnet router. Our conclusions are (1) scientists who

move large datasets at high rates do so repeatedly between the same source-

destination pairs, and (2) subnets with high-end data-transfer nodes are typically

distinct from user desktop subnets, which limits the percentage of real-time b-flow

packets that share a-flow address prefixes. These observations support the viability

of the AFTES solution for provider deployment.

8 Future Work

Future work will address the question of how AFTES can be integrated into

OpenFlow/SDN networks. In current deployed OpenFlow/SDN networks, if NetFlow

is supported by the switches/routers, then our offline AFTES can be directly tested. If

Fig. 16 Histograms of the two data-door ratio measures
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the hypothesis stated in Sect. 1, with regards to the traffic patterns of a flows, holds in

the tested OpenFlow/SDN network, then our offline AFTES can be deployed.

Further, it may be possible to design an online AFTES for OpenFlow/SDN

networks as the time needed to program switches for redirection of an a flow by an

SDN-controller could be shorter than in today’s routers, where the ‘‘commit’’

operation used to modify router configurations may require a few seconds. As noted

in Sect. 4, in our companion paper [8], we described our approach to router

configuration for handling a flows, which consist of establishing MPLS LSPs and

configuring firewall filters using JunOS commands (Juniper routers were deployed

in ESnet4). A commit operation was required in the JunOS version used in our

experiments. A subject for further study is to determine how best to combine offline

and online methods to manage and limit the adverse effects of high-rate large-sized

flows.

Finally, better packet sampling algorithms than are available in the built-in

NetFlow implementations of existing routers could be implemented in OpenFlow/

SDN networks by leveraging Network Functions Virtualization (NFV). For

example, flow-specific sampling could be implemented to limit packet sampling

to flows between potential a-flow source–destination pairs.
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